korfball
GROUP 1

YOU PLAY THIS GAME
WITH 4 PLAYERS IN ONE
TEAM. EACH TEAM HAS 2
BOYS AND 2 GIRLS.

The game is based on
the Swedish ringboll,
itself a variant of
"women's basketball",
which Broekhuysen
encountered in the
Swedish town of Nääs
in 1902.

Korfbal was
originally a
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in 1902

Objective of the game.
The balonkorf consists of introducing a ball completely through the
basket of the opposing team, each basket being worth 1 point. The team
that gets the most points at the end of the game time, will be considered
the winner of the match.

Rules
It's a ball outside the moment it touches the outside line of the pitch.
The free throw is made at the place where the foul was made.
penalty is penalized when a foul is made that causes the loss to
score a goal.
Prohibitions
Intentionally touching the ball with the foot.
Play the ball with your fist.
Running with the ball, but bouncing.
Play individually with the bal.
Deliver the ball to a partner of the "hand to hand" form.
Hitting or removing the ball from the opponent's hands.
Pushing or hitting an opponent.
Defend an opponent of the opposite sex.
Defend an adversary that is already being defended.
Throwing to the basket from the defense área.
Influence a shot to the basket by moving the post,
Move or grab the pole to take advantage.
have the ball more than 4 seconds.
Play outside the área.

How do we play the korfball
we play this sport. We were with two professional players who
taught us how to play, what was the objective, techniques, serves
and everything bascico of the game. First we made a warming of
passes, of serves, of defense also huvo games to play, then we
played korfball games and finally the two boys showed us how they
play a few professionals after they measured the time of boys and
girls who came out playing with the professionals for see who lasted
the longest with a profecional. Everything we did was very successful
and we liked that this sport taught us to be profesional.

We have played
korfball with the
Spanish and Dutch
students in the
Netherlands

